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OUR) COVER
Workers are becoming a -regular
sight around RRCC. These men are
replacing bricks and stucco that were
found to be defective byanother
group of high climbers — window
washers. ,
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CAPSA
PRESENTS

A RED RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
TRADITION

BEER AND SKITS
M.C. Larry Stevens
Performers McLean & McLean
Cash Prizes of $100, $50, and $25 plus Acting Awards

November 14, 1975

•?..v?...",:•:•••::- .•••?:••••$.41/5:••::: ,

MC'ed by CKRC's own tarry Stevens

Beer, Live Band, •Lots of Fun
Maximum Seven Skits — entry fee $5.00 per skit.
Deadline date for entries, October 31st.

i•:••.t

Application form available from S.A. office.
S

Editors
Robert Jankiewicz
Roy Tonn

Myron Moshinsky, left, shows signs of exhaustion while Ralph
Burokas, a partner in RRCC's sausage eating contest held at
Oktoberfest, washes down a respectable hunk of meat

•
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The truth about massage parlors and the LRC .
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pubs are budgeted for losses. This is
ridiculous! Those who organize things in
this school would like to be rewarded for
their efforts by seeing good turnouts. The
school spirit has floated away on a big
white cloud. I . have a (Famous) Thorndike Barnhart Dictionary which defines
the word apathy as: "lack of interest or
indifference". These are mild statements
compared to what we have seen on this ,
, campus the last few years. Last year's
schoel 'yearbook was indicative of how
people feel when no one cares, except the .
person setting up such a publication. The
book was full of unbelievable mistakes. I
suppose the people responsible for it
said, "What the heck, if they don't care,
neither do we", and they took the piece of
garbage and laid it on us just as we left
school for the summer.
I can't possibly come to a college, see
these things going on and pass it off in
subtle humour, as I have observed many
people do. Mark Silbermann from
Creative Communications has just been
hired to produce the next school yearbook. Go and help Mark get this book
produced and you don't have to be a
Creative Communications student either.
I'm sure other students have creativity
and a little time to utilize just for the sake
of doing something. So far, since I've
.been on this campus, much of the action
I've seen has been "inaction". Let's wait
and see, maybe the apathy will go away
and we'll be able to get on with it." Well .
baby, that's not going to happen and We
might as well face up to it. Some of the
organizers on this campus are now going.
to turn over a new leaf and see if they can
bury Old Man Apathy, with the hope that
new life is possible on a campus that badly needs a kick in the rear.
Show up and support this new cause in
the • Tower Lounge on Wednesday,
November 5th at noon. I know you will
be stung with a new mania. Bye now.

Mailbox
Will The Real
Peggy Hunt Please

ed print, by way of apology. This is my
husband's favourite photograph and he
carries it in his wallet all the time.
Yours truly,
Peggy (Necessary) Hunt
Dept. Head, Drafting

Bend Over

Re: Projector, October 22, 1975.
It was with surprise that I found you
had published a photograph identified as
myself, when in actual fact it was a picture of my very ancient grandmother.
How this photograph came into the Projector's hands is a mystery! To properly
identify me to your readers, I hope you
will be kind enough to publish the enclos-

Too Many Decibels
Dear Sirs;
I'm sure everybody in this college is
aware by now that there are several big
holes around the foundations of buildings
D, E, and F. I'm just as sure that almost
everyone in those three buildings knows
that there is a lot of noise coming from
those holes, expecially those who attend
classes on the first and second floor in
rooms that face the outside of the square.
To put it bluntly, the construction
down there makes thinking, studying, or
listening to. lectures an extremely unbearable, if not impossible experience.
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FRUSTRATION
FORUM
by Norm Richards,
Business Administration

•

student
I started out this forum of
views three issues ago, with a lot of
enthusiasm because last year, I listened
and observed. The direct result of listening and observing 'caused a conclusion in
my mind. This was, as I am sure you are
all waiting to hear, that we students in
Red River love to bitch about something
that bothers us. I could be psychoanalytical and label everyone by saying "most of the students that attend Red
River are from lower and middle class
backgrounds and because this is so, are
striving even harder to achieve some
status in our system, to prove our
worthiness". When this is threatened we
react. But this would not necessarily be
the case. What 1 have observed is that as
soon as we are individually threatened by
something on campus, we react, whatever
the motive or underlying relevance.
This year I have tried to capture some
of this reaction and put it in print. If you
will, I will give' you a recap of what has
been said in this Frustration Forum for
this year: So far, you people were upset*
with the speed 'bumps, you complained
about the hallway clocks being on the
"fritz", the noise in the Cave, poor turnout for Campus Caper's events, no meat'
lineup this year, and mud in the scramble
parking lot which dirtied up your "backto-school" shoes.
Well, you'll be happy to know that not
necessarily through my efforts, some of
these problems have been solved. We can
now read the proper time in the hallway
It appears that the noise has been goand we don't have to 'save our pennies
ing on almost daily since the sheet metal
anymore which we needed to replace the
workers stopped picketing. It also
mufflers and straighten out our front ends
appears that nothing is being done about
by wheel alignments. But, we are still
the noise.
plagued with a major problem on this
I'm sure that somewhere in this college,
campus as are our colleagues on camwe are training automotive mechanics
puses across Canada, apparently, that bethat would be quite capable of putting
•
ing "apathy".
mufflers on the contractor's machines to
This word "apathy" is being used so
silence them; if anybody wanted them to
liberally nowadays with people who are
do so.
responsible for organizing and adDoesn't , the administration of this
ministering, that events like socials and
college have the power to ask that for us?
Sincerely,
Scott . Smallwood
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TEE WOODEN NICKE

LTD.
Ph. 247-5247
225 St. Mary's Rd.
Next Door to Red Top Drive-In

PANTS
Over 1500
New Pants
To Choose
From
Only First
Quality
No Subs
a

Rock T-Shirts
ARE ONLY Monty Python s
Hying Circus
B.T.O.
Elton John
Jaws &Others
Shirts,
Sweaters, Vests,
Hand-Made
Leather Belts

S ova

Jean Jack ts

9 0

Price Reduction On Other Items In Store.

o den Nickels To Serve you
Ph. 247-5247
225 St. Mary's Rd.
Two

NEXT DOOR TO RED TOP DRIVE-IN
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working

52 Albert St.

Ph. 943-9156

1 BLOCK NORTH OF PORTAGE' OFF NOIRE DAME
f.

United
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Open Daily 9:30 - 5:30

Saturday 9:00 - 5:00
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Cr u MblingiCollegq.
For

One has to wonder just what was going
on when additions to the Old Manitoba
Institute of Technology were being built
prior to the turn or the decade.
Within the last year opinion concerning the western half of the\ college, once
referred to as The Manitoba Institute of
Applied Arts, has been transformed from
high regard for a new, esteemed group of
structures into a crumbling pain in the
neck for students, administration and the
government's legal department.

liii-WOrat

College Construction:
When Will It End?

It's the beginning of November and there's still no end in sight
for the completion of the retaining wall that is being constructed
around the college. At least the contractor has refused to give an
updated construction schedule after their previous schedule was
outdated in July after several problems delayed their efforts.
The college administration isn't too pleased with some of the
inconveniences that the staff and students at RRCC have had to
face, and worse yet, some of the problems involve money.
A Few Rocks Uncovered

The first problem that the contractors had to face was discovered soon after construction began on May 15. When a project subcontractor began drilling holes for caissons to be used
for the wall's foundation they discovered large boulders in the
ground. Although ground testing had been done before tenders
were accepted, the tests revealed few subterraneantlifficulties.
The contractors, saying that the conditions they are working
under are not those which they were lead to believe would exist,
have requested extra monies to compensate for losses in
alleviating the difficulty. The boulders under the ground are not
large enough to drill through, but large enough to be cumbersome. The building owners, DPW, have denied this request, at
least until the , contract has been completed. This would be when
they could evaluate the total losses incurred to discover whether
the claims are justified.
Cement Strike

Another financial concern of the contractor was the Canada
and Inland Cement strike, the first in 14 years. To complete the
project, cement had - to be imported from Montana and the contractor is now claiming an additional $8.50 for every yard of cement.
Carpenter? Strike

While the contractors had their grievences against the college,'
a second problem they had to face, the carpenters' strike, lead
to other complications that swung the door the other way.
After the excavation on the north side of Building F was completed and concrete was ready to pour, carpenters were needed
to make forms for the foundation. Since no carpenters were
available, the contractors tried to use supervisory people to do
carpentry work. This mysteriously resulted in car tires being
slashed and hydro poles being torn down.

__PACO _

The contractor, anxious to complete the construction, began
excavating a second side•of the building instead of the originally
proposed one side . at a time. When the excavation between
buildings D and E began it created a near moat around the
college causing considerable inconvenience to the staff and
students who use the west parking lot. This was done without
the consent with much dismay from the college who would like
to have both entrances to the college accesable at all times. But
realizing the problems that it would cause to the construction,
the college is prepared to "live with one of the two entrances."
However, the college's major concern at this time is that the
contractor may also close the entrance between buildings D and
F, should the excavation readh that point and create an "intolerable situation" at the college.
Bus Loop

When the excavation on the south side of the building began
the bus stop had to be moved onto Notre Dame. Before the bus
loop was closed the contractor told administration that it would
be closed for one month. But one month has passed and it
doesn't look like it will be open for quite some time and no
special provision has been made to accommodate the transit
users.
The college requested that boulevard protectors and bus
shelters be installed on both sides of Notre Dame but the contractor has refused. DPW has given the contractor until Oct. 31
to install these provisions or they will install them and bill them
later.
No End in Sight

A little more than a year ago when the structural deficiencies
where discovered a review of the design and construction of the
buildings was administered and ways to solve the problems were
studied by DPW. After several" proposals had been made they
came up with the idea of the retaining wall which S.M. Sims,
Director of Architectural. and Engineering Services for DPW,
said would result in "minimum disruption and inconvenience to
normal college activity."
When the retaining wall was still in the planning stages it was
expected that construction would begin by the first of May.
Construction did not begin until May 15 and the approximate
date of completion was Oct.
Although DPW had been working closely with the senior administration of the college in an effort to design the project that
would prove satisfactory to all those in the college, both the
staff and students have been inconvenienced to some degree.
The past activities of the contractor and the administration
have created a variety of paradoxes which seem endless. Also, it
has been reported by Mr. Sims of DPW that the retaining wall is
only the first phase of a correction that will extend over a period
of two or three years. Also an investigation of the project is being continued to discover any additional work that may be required in the future, as the extent of the damage is not yet
known.

• Apart from this, the mortar was to
have been sprayed with a moistureshedding silicone coat, presumably
budgeted for, or at least agreed upon.
Investigations show no trace of this coat.
They Saw Them Coming

All of these problems and some that
haven't been mentioned all seem to point
to a conclusion that the government got
suckered in somewhere along the line by

some person or persons in charge of
producing the applied -arts section of
`RRCC. The whole business smells bad
and brings to mind visions of someone
sitting in an,office and boasting to close
friends about the 'job' done on the taxpayers. Whether or not there was any
skimming or negligence on the job is a
matter for a full-scale investigation to
determine, but if other buildings can last
thirty or more years in reasonable shape,
why can't RRCC's?

The Sky Is Falling

First there were the walls around
Buildings D, E, and F that were threatening to turn RRCC into a real-life
dramatization of the disaster-movie craze
hitting movie houses everywhere. Before
RRCC was turned into a modern-day
Jericho, however, the structural deficiencies that were responsible for this threat
were discovered.
After an out-of-court cash settlement
involving the government and the project
prime consultants, the original designers
of the buildings, excavation began to
remedy the problems.
Gold Bricking?

Now the college is having problems
with the bricks and mortar that make up
Building C. Assistant director of support
1 services Cy Howard says investigations
:show that because of either poor quality
, materials or a winter mortar freeze-up, 23
layers of bricks as well as other work has
to be done on the building.
If it is poor quality material that is
responsible for the problem, then it
should and probably will be investigated
as to whether or not the (sub) contractor
responsible for the bricklaying used
specified material.
If it is in fact, discovered that poor
quality materials had been used, the
governement (should bear down on those
responsible with the full Weight of the law,
as they say. People who pay taxes that
make buildings such as those at RRCC
do not expect contractors' fees to side
step regulations and pad pockets.
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Freeze Dried

The . other alternative given to the
collapse of the mortar is that it was allowed to freeze while drying. One could easily accuse those responsible for the
bricklaying of shoddy workmanship in
light of this possibility. Surely a person
`qualified' and hired as a knowledgeable
bricklayer would automatically know
from experience what would happen to
the mortar in freezing conditions: This in-:
dicates nothing else but sheer negligence.
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Administration

College at Large

Shack

4c4:4, :n

with the SA executives, he will discuss the
possibility of having a plywood bus shack
built to give some protection against the
wind and cold, and also having concrete
blocks placed on the ground over the
grass area to prevent students from getting wet and muddy as they walk to catch
a bus.

Since Sept. 17, the bus terminal at
RRCC has been 'shut down because of
the construction that has been taking
place around building D, E, and F.
Many students have found it , in. convenient to walk adross", the parking
lots and cross the street to catch a bus.
There has also been much concern over
waiting for the bus as the cold weather
approaches.
Since Winnipeg Transit has indicated
that it will not build a bus shack, funding
for this will have to come from either the
Department of Public Works or the
college.
Mr. Howard said that since construction contractors are taking longer than
anticipated, whatever money the school
spends on providing any facilities will be
deduCted from the contractor's fee. They
were to have been finished with construction in the area of the bus terminal on
Oct. 17, but several delays have
prevented them from meeting that
deadline.

cept RRCC, librarians are considered
faculty members and receive faculty
salaries and benefits, Mr Miah explained.
However, at RRCC, librarians do not
have official faculty status though they
are recognized by the faculty association.
As a result, librarians are paid about
$2,000 less per year than instructors.
They receive 15 to 20 days holiday compared to the 39-day holiday allotted to instructors. While librarians must have at
least four 'years of university, Mr. Miah
said instructors need only have experience in the field.
"In order to attract good librarians
with experience and keep them here, we
have to give them faculty status," Mr.
Miah commented.
Catalogue librarian John Weller is arecent case point. Cy Howard, assistant
director of educational support services at
RRCC, explained that Mr. Weller is leaving the college in mid-November for a
better job at Kamloops College.
Although Kamloops is a smaller college,
the job pays $7,000 more per year and in
eludes faculty benefits. Mr. Howard commented that all librarians at RRCC
should be classified as Librarian II but
some still have a classification of
Librarian I.
Library technicians at RRCC are also
underpaid, said Mr. Miah. Although
library technicians hold a community
college certificate, audio-visual
technicians make more money without a
degree of any kind.
Mr. Miah Said he may leave the college
himself if his salary is not increased, ad-

ding that the status of chief librarian is
equivalent to chairman in all other
western community colleges. He said the
problem lies with the "management
bargaining unit" of the education branch
,of the provincial government.
Mr. Miah said the turnover is greatest
with the clerical staff. Marilyn
McKerchar and Debbie Brust recently
left their jobs. as Clerk II's in the LRC's
:audio-visual department. Both said they
:resigned because the salary was not
worth the responsibility of the job. Ms.
Brust explained that advancement was
almost impossible.
c could be done, but you'd have to
restructure the whole audio-visual
department," she said. Ms. McKerchar
added that job reclassification is the real
problem, as staff are paid wages set by
the provincial government.
Both women said they were going to
stay on at the LRC for another year, but
resigned sooner because of Mr. 'Miah's
-"attitude to us as subordinates." Another
employee described it as "non-recognition
of what the job entails and misrepresentation of the job performance of the girls."
Cy Howard feels there will always be a
large turnover in this department. He
added that the audio-visual job is a good
opportunity for young people with no
training to gain experience.
"A problem definitely exists, especailly
for librarians and library technicians," he
said. Mr. Miah indicated that the problem
of non-faculty status will be dealt with
'again during the next contract negotiation.

Poor Work on Bldg. C Bricks
CVO

■
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by KEITH LEARMONTH
The Canadian construction industry
may not be in the best of shape r-but it
may never die as long as the cluster of
buildings we call RRCC remains stan-•
ding.
Building C, the Tower, is the latest to
„require work done on it. The top 23
.:.,ourses (layers) of brick and the stone
parapets on top of the building are loose
and will have to be replaced.
Cy Howard, assistant director of
educational suppo t services, said investigations conducted by masonry consultants from Thunder Bay have indicated the mortar holding the bricks was
either of poor quality or was allowed to
freeze while drying (the bricks were placed/ during the winter).
The loose bricks were discovered by
window washers last winter.
The mortar was also supposed to have

been sprayed with a moisture-shedding
silicone coating.
"The investigation indicates that the
silicone coat was not there," said Mr.
Howard.
The investigations also revealed the
layer of tar topping the building to be
leaking. Water is getting between the tar
and the roof, said Mr. Howard, but so far
none has leaked through into the building
itself. He said this also must be repaired
before further damage is caused.
Barricades were erected around the
Tower, but have been removed. Mr
Howard said there is no danger of falling
bricks, as those that were potentially
dangerous have been removed. However,
the possiblity of tools or materials falling
from the scaffolding erected by the
Department of Public Works (DPW) on

the west side of the building has led to the
closing of the West outdoor entrance.
(DPW operates the campus buildings,
and the college is its "tenant".)
DPW is investigating the extent of
repairs necessary, and may call for
tenders once it is able to define the job,
said Mr. Howard.
Until then the cost of the repairs will
remain unknown. However, the work
"must be done", and will probably be
done over the winter, he said. This may
again necessitate the use of "hoarding"
(tarpulin shelters around the construction
to hold in warm air and prevent freezing).
The question of who will pay for the
repairs may have to be settled through
litigation, Mr. Howard said. DPW will
present the case to the Attorney-general's
office and will act on its advice.
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Cy Howard, assistant director of
,educational support services, said that he
will meet with SA president Kim Caper
and secretary-treasurer Terry Lindell on
the possibility of building a bus shack
across from the school campus on Notre
Dame.
Mr. Howard said that when he meets
,

Low LRC Pay,

New Face Fads New Problems

MO's Attitude'
Prompt Quitting

Harley Shuster, newly elected
Students' Association vice-president, initially- faces the problems concerning the
upcoming student elections and instructor
evaluation methods.
Mr. Shuster expressed concern over
the poor response to the SA's elections
scheduled for Nov. 6. However, he said
the elections will have to be postponed
because no nomination papers have been
received at . the SA office. "The election
budget is about $2,000," he said, "and it
is really the students' money."
Mr. Shuster said he would like to see a
change in instructor evaluation methods.
Last year a number of students were asked to complete a questionaire to determine attitudes towards certain courses
and instructors. The questionaire was too
detailed, he 'said, and suggested that
another be used to simplify the approach.
The results' of the questionaires were

PAGE 8

never published because, as Mr. Shuster
put it, they were too personal and might
inhibit an instructor's growth. Instead the
information was given to department
heads to approach the instructors with
recommendations to maintain high standards.
Right now Mr. Shuster's main function
as vice-president is to get the elections going. Other areas of involvement in his
position will be to take charge of various
subcommittees and organizations. He
smiled and said, "I plan to follow orders."
Mr. Schuster'S experience in high
school student councils and his
enthusiasm for school involvement are
what encouraged him to run for office. "I
think that I've got ideas, so it depends on
what comes up," he said. If any students
have anything they wish to discuss, Mr.
Schuster reminded that his door is always
. open.

by GAIL GRANGER

New faces are always turning up at the
Learning Resources Center. But the staff
is not being expanded; LRC staff
members are simply quitting.
About 17 "employees have resigned in
the past year-and-a-half. (The LRC has a
total staff of 22.) Of these 17, only seven
resigned to take up other employment,
two former employees said.
Librarians and library technicians are
resigning because their salaries do not
meet their qualifications, cheif librarian
Abdul Miah said. Librarian Lucille
Warren is leaving this- month for another
provincial government job with less
, responsibility but $3,000 more pay, he
said.
_
In all western community colleges ex,
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Housing

CRAZY OX

rporation at a Standstill

Pre- C h ristm a s S ale'

by Barbara Ross

No progress has been made concerning
the attempt by RRCC, the University of
Manitoba and the University 'of Winnipeg
to form a student housing corporation,
said SA business manager John Coy.
Mr Coy is a member of the committee
that has been established for the purpose
of forming a corporation among the three
institutions. This student housing corporation would purchase houses and then
rent them to students.
However, the U of W's student union
has not shown much interest in the corporation.
Mr. Coy said that although the U of W
has "nothing to lose by joining the cor-

The Ox Flies by Night
by LYNN DOVELL

Beginning at the end of this month, the
Crazy Ox will open at night for a trial
period of two months, manager John
Schillinger announced recently.
Mr. Schillinger originated the idea,
which he feels will accommodate evening
students and others staying late, as well
as increase sales for the Ox.
John Coy, speaking for the SA, agrees
with this move, as does the school's- administration. Ray Newman, director of
administrative services, says the biggest
problem he can forsee is the business, or
lack of it. He feels night students are
usually in too much of a hurry to get
from home to classes to stop and shop.
Staffing could also be a problem, said
Mr. Newman, because the person working at night would have virtually nothing
to do while classes are being held.
Manager John Schillinger feels this would
be a good time to help "straighten up the
store," as well as do stocking and other
things that can't be done during regular
business hours.
The success or failure of this idea will
be tested and monitored during Nov. and
Dec.

poration and could at least contribute
moral support," they do not seem to think
student housing is their problem.
Because they are situated in an area
where there are old houses such as the
corporation would buy, they have student
housing facilities more readily available
and are • willing to let the U of M and
RRCC "solve their own problems."
Although no actual financial commitments have been made to the
program, Mr. Coy said that one way in
which the corporation could be run is by
grants solicited from companies.
As for money from student unions, a
share of accommodation proportionate to

The SA received 2,500 free copies of
a nine-month calender that lists college
events , from now until June absolutely
free from the firm that handles yearbook
advertising.
Shea Productions sold advertising
space in the calender, and will receive all
revenue from ads when the SA collects it.
Shea also had the calender printed.
SA secretary-treasurer Terry Lindell
says such a project might be worth looking at as a way to bolster student coffers.
Because the SA will collect ad revenue
for Shea it will know that figure, but it has
no way right now of knowing Shea's
production costs. .
Mr. Lindell said the SA might "look at
ad revenues from the project then get an
estimate on production costs."

Low-cost
Transit Plea

•

SA Receives
Free Calenders
If time is one of the world's most
precious commodities, then RRCC's
Students' Association got a good deal,
about nine months worth, from Shea
Productions.

Last year an attempt was made by the
University of Winnipeg Students'
Association to co-ordinate the efforts of
the three student unions in the City of
Winnipeg on the issue of a reduced fare
for full 'time post-secondary students.
This attempt failed when the Works
and Operations Committee defeated the
proposal at their May meeting.

investment would be likely.

Ladies' Blouses ant Tops:

If a corporation is formed by the three
institutions, Mr. Coy said that students
from RRCC and the two universities
would probably be housed separately
because of the inconvenience involving 10
months of classes as compared to eight
months, and car and gas pools.

Assorted Styles, Colors and Sizes

Men's Shirts:
Assorted Colors and Styles

The brief that was to be prepared by
the U of M and RRCC to present to the
U of W's student union board has not yet
been prepared or directed to the union,
said Mr. Coy, and no date has been set
for any future meetings.

The intention of the three student unions will again be an application for a
reduced fare for full time post-secondary
students. The reasons for continued work
on this proposal are: high schools up to
the age of 18 are allowed to ride on transit for 100 when in possession of a Student Transit Card while full time post
secondary students regardless of age are
forced to pay 250 to ride on Winnipeg
'Transit.
The premise behind a high school
student's participation in a reduced fare
schedule is to enable him/her to complete
a "basic" education. The three student
associations believe that due to the highly
technological society of the Western
World, a post-secondary education must
be considered a "basic education".
As well, the full-time post-secondary
student is on a low fixed income and a
reduction in transit fares will aid in the
person's ability to continue his/her education.
Secondly, the encouragement in the use
of the public transit system by the fulltime post-secondary student will, in the
long term, get him/her into the habit of
using public transit. The short-term
prospects are a reduction in traffic con:gestion within the City of Winnipeg.
The proposal to be made to the City
will be a request for a special 100 fare as
presently set for high school students and
for a special $5.00 non-transferable
monthly bus pass for full-time postsecondary, students.
To aid in the presentation to the Works
and Operations Committee will be the
regeneration of the 'lower bus fares petition and an active letter campaign to the
individual student's city councillor. A
panel discussion on urban transit is also
being:scheduled for a lunch time period at
each of the three institutions.
\

Price Range

$1 99-$4.99

Price Range
$2.99-$4.99

Ladies Slacks:
Assorted Sizes and Styles
Adult Comic Books
Sherwood Prints

$1.99
250 each
$2.70 each

Kingspoint Calculators
1.

SC 40 (Scientific)
KP 200 (Slide Rule)
KP 300 (Super Memory)
PCI (Pocket Calculator)
Rechargeable Battery Pack

$89.99
$54.99
$49.99
$19.99
$4.99

Christmas Wrap
Package (4 rolls - Total length 200 inches)

600

t1•
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Massage Parlor Prize Winner 'Nervous'
Ever since Winnipeg's massage
parlours opened their storefront studios
last year, many people have wondered
what really goes on behind those
mystetious frosted glass windows.
Well, last week, Rick Pressy, a 19year-old Business Administration student
at RRCC, won the Mr. Olympia contest
and was rewarded half an hour of topless
massage at a local parlour. He was
chosen by a panel of three judges, Don .
Lewis of Molson's Brewery, Heidi
Langelotz, PR director for the college,
and Penny Lyons of the Projector.
Mr. Pressy consented to an interview
after he had visited his lady masseuse to
divulge all the events that took place at
his session.
He said the establishment itself was very
plush, decorated with shag carpeting and
mirrors everywhere. Mr. Pressy was led
up a spiral staircase to a lounge where
three girls were talking.
"I was nervous. The girls were all very
good-looking and wearing long, slinky
dresses. The recpetionist introduced me
to a girl named C. She had long, blonde
hair and was about 26 years old. Then C.
said, 'Would you like to follow me?' "
said Mr. Pressy.
C. lead Mr. Olympia down a corridor
to his individual studio. It was a small
room, he said, with a closet at the back
filled with towels, oils, and various
sprays. A large speaker in one corner was
playing George Harrison music and in
another corner was a bed.
"It was like a doctor's couch or bed,
with regular cotton sheets, no satin or
anything on it. Then C. asked me if I
wanted to take a shower. So, I undressed
and walked down the hall to the shower,"
said Pressy.
Asked if he felt embarrassed about
walking nude down the corridor, Mr.
Pressy replied, "No, not at all. In a place
like that you just don't feel embarrassed.
It's natural and I didn't see anyone else,
so for all I know, I was the only one in the
place. I had my own shower with a variety of shampoos and soaps to choose
from, then I went back to the studio."
C. instructed Mr. Pressy to lie on his
stomach on the bed and she then began to
spread coconut oil over his body. At this
time, C. was still wearing her long dress,
said Pressy.
"She just told me to relax and she
massaged the back and front of my body.
It felt really very good and was physically
relaxing. She knew what she was doing.
C. had her own technique," said Mr
Pressy. "We were talking the whole time
during the massage. I asked if she liked
her work and she said it was just a job,
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Juana has two sisters, Ines, 14, and
she didn't mind it. She makes a commisCristina, 4. Another girl, Cecilia, was
sion and works six days a week," he conborn in Nov. of 1972 but died in July,
tinued.
1974. Juana, her younger sister and her
But, Mr. Pressy said although
parents live with Mrs. Luna's two
physically he felt very relaxed and enbrothers in Las Delicias, Bolivia. (The
joyed the massage, emotionally he had
eldest daughter lives with her grandmixed feelings. "It was strange," he said.
mother.)
"Here you are being massaged by a girl
Their one room shelter is owned by
you don't know and will never know. It's
the mother's older brother. It is furnished
just strange. You're intimate but not at
with only two cots, a table, a radio and a
the same time."
few utensils. They have no water or
As for what really "goes on" behind
bathroom facilities, so they obtain their
the parlor doors, Mr. Pressy said he got
water from a public faucet not far from
the impression that he was there for a
their home. Seeing as all living must be
massage only.
done in one room, conditions are unnever
got
propositioned.
In
fact,
it
-"I
derstandably poor.
was almost made clear, just be the way
Between the bricklaying job of the
my masseuse acted, that there were no
father and the part-time vending job the
other services. If anything, she was kind
mother holds, the family's monthly inof cold," he explained.
come is about Can. $21. This is a good inC. did remove her dress and give Mr.
dication of how important the extra $17 a
Pressy a topless massage, but he said
month is to the family. With this extra
there was nothing different about it, no
money the Lunas have purchased
contact except for her hands, and it
clothing, school supplies, and food.
would have been the same if she had her
Foster Parents Plan also provides free
dress on.
medical, dental and counselling services
After about thirty minutes of massage,
for all family members living in a Plan
a knock came at the door to indicate Mr.
household. These services have been very
Pressy's session was over.
useful to Juana and her family. They have
"C. said to me, 'That's it, Rick. That's
helped her mother through one pregnanyour session.' Then she left. I got dressed
cy, and both she and her younger sister
and left too," he said.
through illnesses. Juana is also attending
Mr. Pressy said he had never conschool, something which may have been
templated visiting a massage parlor
impossible if she were not a foster child.
before he won the body contest and said,
Juana corresponds with her foster
after being there and experiencing it, he
parents once a month and often sends
himself would not pay for a session.
pictures of herself and her family. A
"But," he added, "I was glad I went and
member of the Students' Association also
it's worth the $20 to go."
writes Juana a return letter every month.
.

em

Our 'Child'

.‘artialif
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,

photo by Grant Ball.

Red River won the first sausage eating contest at Oktoberfest, and
here team members, from left to right, - Myron Moshinsky, Ralph Burokas,
John Schreiner and Charles Posthumus give a victory salute. Second in
the contest was CKRC, with the U of M third. Fourth was CKY and CFRW
placed fifth.

Pressy Breezes into Air Hockey First
by Dan Holm

in Bolivia
by Cindy Stevens
A fact which is probably unknown by
a great majority of the students of RRCC
is that the Students' Association is_ supportifig a foster child.
Through Foster Parents Plan of
Canada, the SA is helping to support a
six-year-old Bolivian girl and her family.
Her name is Juana Luna and the SA
adopted her in Sept. of 1971. Since then
. they have been paying $17 a month for
her general care and welfare.

On Monday, Oct. 20, a three day tournament began in the Cave to find
RRCC's foremost air hockey player, as
part of Olympic week.
The tournament began with very few
people involved. In fact, it looked a little
doubtful for a while that they Were going
to start it, which says something about
student involvement around this place.
But on the spot recruitment saved the
day, and as the tournament progressed,
more and more names were added to the
list of competitors.
The tournament was played in a double knock-out style with an A and a B

side. In total 23 students were involved in
active competition for the coveted posi'
tion of first place.
On Wednesday, the 23rd, the tournament finals were held. After the dust had
settled, Richard Pressy held first place,
Richard Fenez second, and Dwight
Dubow‘its had a firm grip on third.
Prizes were record albums, three for
the winner, two for the second place
holder, and one for third spot.
The tournament was deemed a success
by the organizers and a' second is in the
planning stages now.
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Roger Hill
Up to now, only CBW had offered public access, and the
network's interest tended to be national, Robertson said. CJUM
would have a great deal of local interest, and would have no difficulty in meeting the Canadian content quota. The content
would be at least 90 per cent Canadian, 'he said, and the format
would generally fit the description of "foreground" prograrti. ming.
The CRTC's examples of "foreground" format content include theme programs in which particular musical genres such
as jazz, or classical music, are accompanied by a significant
amount 'of commentary or explanation. Theme programs will
also include news supplementation, i.e., commentaries on
specific subject areas, for example business, labour, medicine,
science, or agriculture.
"Foreground" also means event coverage progran lis, staged
presentation programs such as concerts, drama, festivals and
faris. Magazine programs which are based on personal opinions
on a given subject, and structwed programs perhaps at the doctorate level on subjects such as specific community problems,
personality profiles, or folklore and ethnic material, also come
under the "foregroucid" umbrella.
Located at the University of Manitoba Fort Garry campus,
on the third •floor of University Centre, CJUM will be able to
draw from students trained by the in-house campus radio, as
well as from the community.

•

caught with
USE
YOUR
CHARGEX
and
MASTER CHARGE

I_ nstall 'em now!
We Are Offering the Following Special Tire Deals
Install Early Make Your Appointment Now.
.re

SPARE RIMS
$12.95 & up

New + S "Plus"

. For domestic and imported
small cars, Uniroyal's new
M + S "Plus" from Europe
has a new jigsaw tread
design and new compound
for astonishing traction on
snow and ice.

•

Really lets you get a grip on
winter. 2-ply nylon cord body
with 2-ply rayon belt. Wider
tread design than
conventional snow West
Prices start at

FROST SHIELDS
•
$1.39 & up
CASH & CARRY

Prices start at

PRESTONE
ANTI-FREEZE
$5.99 gal.
CASH & CARRY'

Os..
ISS S R13
BLACKWA U

includes installation

id;Sr-e'

SUMMER STEEL BELT RADIAL SPECIALS

Super Winteride®
Economical 4-'ply nylon with
iStiperb snow traction.
Available in series 78 and for
smaller cars, series 83. Also
available in a beltedThseries.
••••

GR70 x 15 Whitewalls
GR70 x 15 Black
BRI8 x 13 Whitewalls —
HR78 x 15 Black
HR78 x 11/4 5 Whitewalls

$49.50
45.50
39.50
45.50
53.50

Prices start at

:4.
•

ea
G7h15.
WHITEWALL

Hi-Speed Wheel Balance — 2.97 per wheel
Tire Studding — 5.97 per wheel
With any new tire purchase

Prices in Effect
Only While
Stocks Last

includes installation.

UNIROYAL, TRUCK CENTRE
2136 NOTRE DAME AVE., WINNIPEG, MAN.

772-5695

783-7291

YOUR TIRE SERVICE SPECIALISTS
/1,

CJUM-FM, Manitoba's newest radio • station and Canada's
first licensed through-the-air broadcasting station to be operated
by a college or a university began on-air programming Oct. 27.
In contrast to the apprehensions felt by some broadcasters in
reaction to the Canadian Radio and Television Commission's
new broadcasting requirements for 1976, CJUM's station
manager John Robertson said in an interview the new station
would leapfrog the CRTC's 1976 level and probably fulfill the
norms for 1980 within a few months.
"We're not eligible for ratings for another six months," he
said, "but the audience response is already good."
The CRTC's announcement in favOur of a licence of CJUM
came on June 27, two years after the initial application. Robertson said the new station could be regarded as a model or
perhaps a guinea-pig. The commission and the industry in
general would probably be looking to see what CJUM could
achieve, especially in regard to the fulfillment of the CRTC's
regulations for 1980.
Robertson described the CJUM concept as being all things to
all people, though not all at the same time. The station's most
dramatic' innovation was public access: CJUM would offer air
time to community groups and concerned, individuals, the only
criterion being that they have something to say and the urge to
say it.
However, the station would strive for balanced opinion in
public viewpoint presentations, he said.
Unlike the public access experiments conducted by television
which allow only a short production time, CJUM would arrange
for ample editing and modifying of public idea programs, as well
as a production room to do it in. One recent program, the "Uncle Harry Goodtime Medicine Show", had been the product of
12 hours of creative work followed by 15 hours of editing for a
net result of a one-hour entertainment program. "This kind of input has a great bearing on quality," Robertson said.
Interest in idea-access shows was high, 'he said, and the station already had a two-week waiting list. People were eager to
do shows of all kinds, • from 15 minute shorts to full length
documentaries of two hours.

UNIROYAL

'

The Snovflow.Nroyars rail snow tire, with two massive

belts of steel, Is made to get you through more winters
than any conveetional snow tire you've ever owned;

Go practically anywhere, safely. Stop surely.
Steer confidently. The combination of radial,
design, steel belts and Uniroyal quality mean
that Uniroyal SnowPlow Radials will get you
where you want to go even in the worst winter
weather. (Check the other tires in this ad
because Uniroyal has a snow tire to fit almost
every car and every pocketbook).

Prices start at

95
ORM HI
WHITEWALL
Includes Installation.
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Sound OH

•

•

Canadian .Enter' inment .Conference

•

Some Good Will Come"

Sound Off provides the reader with a chance to comment on
matters of topical concern. This issue, Projector Entertainment
Editor Don Walters 'sounds off' on the lack of a relaxed atmosphere
in the college and says that something should be done to improve it
aesthetically.
•

As an educational institution I'm sure Red River College
• serves its purpose. It has earned a well deserved reputation as a
quality school of higher learning in fields which are of practical
use in the specialized working world. No one here worried about
the number of angels that can dance on the head of a pin. Not in
this college. One is here to learn a trade so that he can get a job
, when he's finished and start making money.
The raison d'etre of the institution requires that it be functional
in design. With about twice as many people applying to the
college as can be accommodated one can understand that the
college administrators' first and greatest concern is finding space
for as many of the applicants as possible.
to.

But what about the college itself, or more specifically the interior. Anyone who frequents the place can only agree that it has
to . be the most depressing post secondary school in the city. Cer•
tainly it has the bleakest setting
out here in a wind-swept corner
of the city. That can't be changed but surely something could be
done to brighten the cold grey interior.
What about the Tower Lounge? By no stretch of the imagination could that place be called a comfortable place to engage in
Conversation, listen to entertainment or just relax for awhile. For

"AI

Tom Milroy CMOR Station Manager
To begin with, the conference was held
in Toronto. This was the very first time
I've been in an airplane. It was fun, I
didn't get sick or anything. We landed in
Toronto Thursday night. Bye, I mean
myself and the program coordinator, Lyn
Johnston. It was a good thing Lyn was
with with me or else I never would have
left the airport, the place is very large.
The conference was a good thing I
believe, I met some very interesting people from across Canada. The schools
from the West share the same
problem...getting the east to know we exist. The meeting opened with ,an address
from Bill Ballard, a big gun from Ontario,
who discussed the problems in the entertainment business and wished us all luck.
Some meetings talked about record companies in regard to campus radio stations
and they aren't too happy with the cam-

one thing there is no decent place to sit unless cold brick is your
idea of comfort.
The Cave is very appropriately named and was best described
in an earlier issue of the Projector as an area so named "because
of the prehistoric type denizens that inhabit it and because of the
very crude animal paintings on the wall. A good place to leave
garbage." It certainly isn't a place to retreat to after a hard day
-of classes.
An attempt is being made presently to add colour to the
hallways by painting the doors .garish purple and hot pink.
Eventually the walls will be painted as well. Whether you think
this will aesthetically improve the college depends, of course, of
what you think looks good. As it stands now though, anything is
an improvement.
Everyone who attends Red River spends a lot of time here
during the day and everyday would certainly welcome a
change For the better.
A change for , the better would mean at least a decent lounge
somewhere in the college. That would be a start. Then maybe
something could be done to the Cave.
'Now that the college functions as an effective institution of
higher learning some attention can be paid to its aesthetics.

(

.

pus stations because they say we're not
promoting Canadian talent. They have a
good case but at CMOR we try to
promote what we feel deserves promotion.
Actually the meeting didn't have too
much to do with radio. It was more of a
programmers conference. Each night five
or six bands would play with the hope
that schools would buy them to play at a
concert or pub,. 'The bands ranged from
terrible to excellent. Small Wonder was
really good • but they're playing in the
*States mostly. Heartaches „Razz band
was fantastic and if you saw them when
they were here you know what I mean. I
was really impressed with David
Bradstreet who is billed as a folk-singer
but is not really a -folk singer. I mean he is
a folk singer in the same respect that Gor :
don Lightfoot is a folk singer. Now that

I've confused you I will try and summarize the whole trip.
I think the conference is a worthwhile
thing but I think it should be held out of
Ontario next year or at least in a couple
of years. Because the majority of the
bands /appearing were ffom the East. If
the conference was held here or in
Calgary this would be an excellent chance
to showcase groups froth the West. The
conference could have been organized a
lot more but it is still young and there is
time to improve. There is a good chance
that CMOR will be doing some advertising with large companies. A guy I met
in Toronto sells advertising for campus
radios exclusively and it could really give
our station a boost. All in all it was a
good time and certainly think some good
will come out of it.

•

OUT OF PRINT BOOKS

Some diamonds
were born
to be
a cut above
and Ben Moss
has them

La Retourne Triumphante du Cinema Mediule

Refer Madness
sponsored by the
Department of National Health (Wild
Tokations).
—

All categories: used

not abused

HALL'S BOOK SERVICE
2031 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R33 MC
Hours: 10:00 to 6:00 Daily
except Sunday
\
Phone 837-4901.
C. Hall, Prop

Nov. 14 — Med Open House — Everyone Welcome.
_ Nov. 5 — Young Frankenstein
Mel
Brooks, starring Peter Boyle, Gene
Wilder and Marty Feldman.
Nov. 28 — Daisies (Sedmikrasky)

COMIC WORLD
1000's of Comics — for Collectors,
Investors and Just Plain Readers .

classic Czech award winner.

6 diamond bridal set in white
or yellow gold

2-

$375

Weiding Ring

5110

WE BUY, SELL and TRADE
New, Used, and Collector's Ed.
373 Carleton

Admission: 51.25
THEATRE `A' MEDICAL SCIENCE BUILDING
Emily at Bannatyne (New building — west of General Hospital)
FREE PARKING IN ADJACENT DENTISTRY LOT

0

Engagement Ring

ALSO: Posters, Science Fiction, Hardcovers,
and Other Collectables

Jewellers

943-1968

HOURS: Wed., Thurs., Fri. 4:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Saturday -7 Noon - 5:00 p.m.
Closed: Sun., Mon., Tues.

Portage & Edmonton
Portage & Donald

REMEMBE iR: IF YOU CAN'T COME AT 8 COME AT 10
,
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by Susan Philip
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Sports Budget Cut $11,000
-

by Susan Philip

11

Some alarm has resulted from the
provincial government's decision to cut
the three Manitoba community colleges'
varsity sports budgets by $21,000. but
assistant director of administration, Jim
Glen, claims there are two sides to the
story.
Roy Pollock, head of the phys-Ed
Dept. at RRCC presented his varsity
athletics budget for 1975-76 last
February. Word of rejection of the
proposals arrived in a memo from administration dated Sept. 30. The announced roll back of funds allocated
$20,000. to RRCC in place of a requested $31,000. and $9,000 each to
Assiniboine and Keewatin Colleges,
down from $13,000 and $15,000 respectively.
Mr. Glen stressed that the allocation of
the funds incorporated an attempt to
equalize athletic programs at the three
colleges, although he said the actual
figures were arbitrary. He suggested the
phys-ed departments might discuss some
form of redistribution at the Tri-College

meeting scheduled for Nov. 7. If they can
agree on a plan for a shift of funds, Mr.
Glen's department will have no objections.
The 1960's, said Mr. Glen, were years
of expansion in education programs but
the seventies can only allow for cost of
living increases and mainenance of present programs.
Mr. Pollock said that the present
allocation of funds may force him to cut
back on existing programs. He said he
prepared his budget incorporating only
cost of living increases and a projection
for a slightly higher student response to
varsity hockey.
Mr. Glen compared $17,000 actually
spent on sports three years ago to the
$31,000 budget this year and was unable
to explain the large increase.
Mr. Pollock said it may be hard to
compare this year's budget to another
year's net spending for several reasons.
The intramural budget is now separate
and the provincial government has
recently taken over the support of 4-West

activities.
"Also, indications are," he said, "that
our actual spending will follow last year's
pattern and end up about 20 percent less
than the amount budgeted. Hockey
equipment for example . ran $6-700 less
than expected."
In 1973-74, Students' Association
figures show that nearly $26,000 was
spent on athletics, including intramurals
and 4-West costs. If this year's expenses
continue to fall below expected levels it
could mean actual spending nearer $24,000 than $31,000. "Adding that-to the intramural budget of roughly $6,000," Mr.
Pollock said, "would mean a total of
$30,000" — a smaller overall increase in
sports spending that the 20 percent rate
of inflation in Canada in the past two
years.
Government spending has tightened up
in all areas, according to Mr. Glen, but
Mr. Pollock has requested a revised
budget. "The idea was equalization, but
without consultation of any kind, Red
River has been cut back."

Here is a copy of the letter sent to J. E. McCannel, assistant deputy minister, operation,
by Bruce Wood, SA sports director protesting the budget cut.
Dear Mr. McCannel:
Re: Inter Departmental memo, September 30, 1975
In regards to the budget figures given in your memo of
September 30, 1975, 1 wish to express my dismay at the appropriations which have been allocated for the Varsity program.
Both the amount and the date of providing this information to us
is extremely unsatisfactory.
Mr. Steve Didcote received our estimated budget of $30,176
in mid-February; spending on that budget commenced in April
and only this month have we received a budget figure from Mr.
Jim Glen. I am sure that you can appreciate the difficulties this
has created for operating the Varsity program.
The Students' Association approved its expenditure based on
the Athletic Board's budget and will continue to stand by this :
appropriation. We strongly recommend that the decision of
Messrs. Heuvel, Glen and yourself be reviewed as any major cut
in our budget will severely affect the Varsity program.
Yours sincerely;
Bruce Wood, Sports Director,
on behalf of the Students'
Association, Red River
Community College

Chuck Posthumus, a Red. River student, won two of the five events in the
first annual Olynipic Superspok Pentathalon Oct. 25 and was named Male
Supersport. Debbie Lee, from the University of Man'toba, was the highest scoring
female. Posthumus won the javelin and
obstacle course events, while Danny
Kirlin (RRCC) won the bicycle race,
John Sisler (U of M) scored highest in
archery and John Iwanski (U of M) came
first in the quarter mile. The event was
well attended and well run with the help
of Molson's, who provided the trophies.
The Students' Association is presenting
an opportunity for all ski enthusiasts to
spend their mid-term break on the slopes.
"Ski Vail" will run from Jan. 31 to Feb. 7,
and $169 ($50 deposit) gets you a seat on
the bus, hotel accommodations and lift.
For more information check at-the equipment desk in the North Gym.
In preparation for the skiing season the
phys-ed department will be organizing exercise classes, geared directly to-ski-fitness
and injury prevention. Further details
should be available within three weeks.
On the other hand, if Water is your element and you want to find out details of
scuba diving, attend the meeting in the
Black Lecture Theater at 4:00 today
(Wednesday, Nov. 5).
Modern Gymnastic classes have gotten
underway on iliursdays in the North

Gym, and there are still a few openings
for new students.
At last! A cheerleading squad. Males
and females interested in organizing and
taking part in it are asked to meet in the
North Gym Thursday, Nov. 6 at 4:00.
Rah!
•

On the Intiamural Scene:
Football and soccer winners should be
declared sometime this week if they survive. The Department of Highways may
have mistaken the new lye markings on
the fields for some other white stuff and
became concerned students would get lost
in drifts. while playing; so, the department
began putting up snow fences. .in the
middle of the field. . . .
Volleyball is running smoothly with the
men's and women's varsity teams officiating. Other activities on the intramural program, however, may be
threatened unless more students apply for
the PAID role of referee or umpire.
`Uncontrolled' players and habitual
defaulters may also pose a problem, but
only to themselves or their team. First
'offenders will receive a warning letter
which may be followed by suspension
from the remainder of the - year's intramural program.
-

FOR THE MAN...
A Cut Above The Rest!

-
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F iAIHS TYL ING FOR MEN

1699 Corydon Avenue, ph. 489 3177

Table tennis entry forms have been
held up by the postal strike but today is
still the deadline. Anyone interested in
playing should see June Graham before
4:00.
Information on the swim meet should
be available soon.
Intramural curling has been organized
and will run through the year in league
form followed by a bonspiel in March.
Pat Maxwell and Brian Pressey are coon;:linating both along with the Students'
Association.
The varsity men's volleyball team will
be playing in the North Gym at 7:00
Nov. 10 and 17. Hockey, women's
volleyball and basketball schedules
should be out soon.

4-WEST TEAMS
BEWARE
by Helen Martin

All teams participating in 4-West cornpetitions must be on extra good
behaviour from now on or else total
suspension of all the college's 4-West
teams for' up to one year for misbehaviour at competitions.
Major disruptions at past 4-West competitions forced the CCAA (Canadian
College Athletic Association) to bring
this ruling into being at its conference
Oct. 16 and 17 at Calgary.
The conference, one of two this year;
brought delegates from the four western
ploVinces together to. discuss what's
happening: on the_ 4-West front. Each
province is allowed four voting delegates
to . vote on amendments, additions, or
deletions to the CCAA constitution.
The representation by tile provinces
vary. Alberta and Saskatchewan constantly change their delegates, some years
studentg, some years staff, some years
both. B.C. has absolutely no student
representation at all; and Manitoba
allocates its four votes evenly among 'staff
and students. Representing Manitoba this
year were Roy Polock with two votes,
Faye Finch and Bruce Wood.
The lack of student representation by
• the B.C. Colleges was cause for discussion at the conference and it is hoped
things will change in the near future.
Other things discussed at the conference were the new international
women's basketball rules under which 4West competitors must now compete,
team • and player eligibility (ie. number of
imports allowed per team), and discussion
on the various committee reports concerning the upcoming 4-West competitions.
-
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Taekwon-Do Spiritual

DRIVING SCHOOL

and Physical

Dubowit's Believe It or Else

Parallel Parking Simplified in One Easy Lesson
Special Rates for College Students
Free Pick-up and Return
Lessons, Days, Evenings, Weekends
Experienced Governinent-Licensed Instructors

by STAN ROBERTS

Instruction in one of the most deadly and the most popular of
the martial arts, Taekwon-Do, is being offered free at RRCC.
Mr. Jung Tae Park, instructor of the course and sixth degree
black belt holder, said one reason Taekwon-Do is so effective is
because, unlike Judo or any style of karate, its methods were
scientifically devised.
Mr. Park said Judo has the other drawbacks of requiring contact with the opponent and too high a degree of power and
weight to make it practical for the average person.
Karate, he said, makes too much use of the hands and arms
and not enough efficient use of the legs. It is estimated that most
people's legs are 10 times as powerful as their arms and
Taekwon-Do uses more and higher kicks than any of the other
martial arts.

HUMOUR

RIVER EAST

*Nervous ...? Our specialty

Phone: 338-9792

,

•

takes pride in presenting
The

by Dwight

Dubowits

Joseph Carlone, of South Euclid, Ohio,
is suing the Ohio Bell Telephone Co. for
$290,000 after his kitchen wall exploded.
Apparently, an installer drilled through a
four-inch soil pipe connected to an upstairs plumbing fixture while installing a
new telephone jack. For years the pipe
leaked, with human waste from the toilet
building up inside the kitchen walls. Try
as they might, the Carlones could not
locate the source of a strange "stench"
that haunted their kitchen. Then, in 1972,
they noticed that one of the walls was
beginning to bulge, and finally, on August
21, during a party, the wall actually exploded, showering the Carlones and their
, guests with over 40 gallons of the black,
oozy human waste. "It was incredible,"
Carlone said.

series by

COLUVIBIAG

Inspired by the Great Works of the Grand Masters

A slightly sloshed citizen of San
Mateo, California, drove up to an, unoccupied gasoline pump and honked impatiently for service. The service was
prompt, but somewhat unexpected. The
driver was ordered out of the car while
the sergeant in charge of the local police

garage wrote up a drunk driving citation.

Kathleen Dreher, a meter maid, is suing a Reno, California, businessman for
invasion of privacy. The man, angry at
receiving a parking ticket, tore it up and
stuffed it down the front of her blouse.

Bernd Dauwitz, a soldier in the West
German army, was treated for a possible
rabies infection from a fox — even though
it was he who bit the fox. Dauwitz was
asleep in his tent when the fox trotted in
and stepped on his face. Unable to move
his hands out of his sleeping bag,
Dauwitz did what any normal soldier
would do, he bit it on the. leg. "It bawled
like a baby," he said. The fox made a
quick, three-legged getaway.

Maughan after their night out drinking
with ANOTHER woman named Bridget
Maughan. All I can say is, can you really
blame her?

Speaking of Rugby. . .South
Australia's. Central Criminal Court
sentenced Brendan O'Brien, of
Melbourne, Australia, to a six-month
suspended sentence last week. O'Brien
received the sentence for biting off the tip
of an opponent's nose after a Gaelic football match — a variation of rugby.

Bridget Maughan, of Rugby, England,
was charged with assault after she attacked another woman named Bridget

And to wrap things up, here's an interesting bit of news. Long Island State
Parkway Police have started using
maintenance vehicles equipped with radar
to help curtail speeding. A spokesman for
the Safety Bureau said they've been using
regular unmarked radar cars, but people
are still killing themselves. Imagine, a
hopped-up sportscar doing 95 on the
Parkway—with a lawnmower in hot pursuit. I could only happen in America.
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2580-300

2578-250
Diamond rings that
reflect the timeless beauty
of a master's creativity

The goal of Taekwon-Do is to develop modesty, self-control,
perseverance and indomitable spirit. This is accomplished
through-rigorous physical excercise and regimented repetition of
techniques.
Classes are held from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Monday and
Wednesday in the South Gym. They are open to people who
have a desire to develop their grace, balance, flexibility, patience
and self-confidence through dedicated practice.
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These outstanding diamond rings
are designed to grace the hands of
those who appreciate the true
beauty of skilfully sculptured gold
set against the fiery brilliance of a
Columbia diamond. They're not for
everyone. Just those who appreciate
the triumph of creative beauty.

2572-150

See them today at
INDEPENDENT JEWELLERS LTD.
493 NOTRE DAME AVE. WINNIPEG R3B 1R8 MAN.

774-5544

Closed Mondays Free Parkirg
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HARD TIMES
Entertainment

Depressing Movie Set in Depression
Who Needs It?

MOVIES

a movie review by Dwight Dubowits

MAHOGANY
Diana Ross More Successful with Supremes

I suppose the producers of Hard Times were trying to cash in
on the still-present popularity of nostalgia-type movies like The
Sting. If that's the case, then they've failed miserably. Hard
Times is about the thirties. It's about unemployment, fast
money, and it's about fighting for a living. At least, that's what
it's supposed to be about. What .it really is, however, is a story
about how Charles Bronson can beat the snot out of any man
alive. That's it. There isn't any more to it. •
Bronson plays a bare-fisted street fighter who teams up with
idea-man James Colburn to make money out of bets placed on
organized alley fights. Bronson and Coburn make a few bucks
out of it, and Bronson, the loner, goes away. End of story.
Charles Bronson cannot act, or at least he doesn't want to.
Throughout the movie he simply shrugs and mutters a few one
liners and once in a while he'll grimace a bit. I suppose this will
thrill the hell out of the millions of Bronson fans, but. it does get
boring after a while.
Coburn, on the other' hand, can act, and he fits his role
perfectly as the quick-buck business manager of he-man Bronson. He brags a lot, insults everyone except Bronson, and then
gets himself into a lot of trouble, only to be rescued by a reluctant Bronson.
I'm not saying that the movie was rotten, actually there are
times when it is pretty enjoyable. But somehow it leaves one
depressed. Perhaps it was the fact that everything about it was
so routine. It seems like no real effort was put into its production, therefore no real effort should be made to see it.
,

by Byron Gislason

"Movies today are not getting better.
It's just life is getting worse." That quote
taken from Time magazine generally
/sums up the movie industry at the present
time but as far as MAHOGANY is concerned life isn't that bad. To put it bluntly
Mahogany, starring everyone's favorite
black pretzel, Diana Ross was bad.
The movie involved Mahogany (Ross)
and 'four men. Brian the black politician
who tried and in the end succeeded in getting Mahogany to leave the false, plastic
life of being a world • famous fashion
model and designer and help him succeed
in the false, plastic world of politics.
Then there's Sean the impotent fashion
photographer who discovered Mahogany
when she was just a token black secretary
in a fashion store who dated black
politicians. He incidentally was the
smartest of the bunch because he got
himself killed in a car accident halfway
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through the picture. I guess the script
finally got to him too.
The third man was Sean, a middle aged
money bags who gave Mahogany her
start in the fashion design business and he
was also her first trick and last.
The fourth man was the man across
the aisle from me in the theatre who slept
through the whole movie. His 'eyes closed
when Mahogany was still in the ghetto, he
snored when she flew to Rome, he burped
when she had the car accident and then
he woke up when she flew back home.
That man should be a movie critic as he
certainly gets his message across effectively.
What troubles me though is that the
message in the movie is "Success is
nothing without someone you love to
share it with" and that man slept through
the movie and missed his $1.25 message.
He will go through life not knowing that

earth shattering message. But what you
don't know won't hurt you.
Getting back to Diana Ross as an actress she's a great singer and Cher has
nothing to worry about. The supporting
actors gave her about as much support as
a bra made out of facial tissue. Billy
Williams, her true love in the picture talked like he couldn't remember his lines and
the other two unfortunately knew them.
The story line was a cliche from beginning to end, boy-girl fall in love but girl
pretends she hates • boy and then runs
back to boy with open arms. I just wish
this boy had left the movie early and
therefore saved my sanity if not my
money.
Love Child
lost in the movie industry
Love Child
shattering Ed Sullivans Dreams
Love Child
Oh where are the Supremes.

For $5 you can
have voting rights in
a million dollar
financial institution.
That's about all it takes, five dollars,. to
become a member of a credit union.
Once you're a member, you have
full voting rights in the affairs of your
credit union.
You and your fellow members on
a one person, one vote system
decide who the Directors of the
credit union are to be.
Members therefore indirectly
control almost every single policy of
the credit union.
And membership control has
been a part of credit unions in
Canada ever since they began.

A group of employees or neighbours pooled their money,
borrowed from each other; and paid
each other interest on their savings.
As a result of rthis co-operation,
they usually drew better interest on
their savings. And borrowed at a
lower rate. Than at almost any other
financial institution around.
And today it's the same. Whether
it's better rates or membership
control.
That's why we say your credit
unionis where you belong.
And it all belongs to you.

CO-OPERATORS CREDIT UNION
nanr

tjI

RECORDS

Downchilds' Blues Band

STEPPENWOLF HOUR OF-THE WOLF

Getting it All Down at RRCC

a review by Dave Nagy

by Scott Smallwood

•
••

Hour Of The Wolf, a second suprise
album in three years from the reformed
Steppenwolf, shows 'a tighter but mainly
regressive sound. Although most of the
album is updated, improved material, it
leans heavily on the traditional
Steppenwoll.
At first the album seems little more
than nollection of songs. The first cut,
new in style but old in concept, denies
this. "Caroline (Are You Ready For The
Outlaw World?)" slashes out at an
American issue, like "Monster, Don't

Be-Bop Deluxe

Step On The Grass, Sam," and "Justice
Don't Be Stow." This time the issue is
Patty Hearst. Rather than illustrating or
telling as do each of the former, it asks a
question, hence the title. Its an ideal
Steppenwolf concept, and in the context
of the rest of the album shows the band is
not musically blind.
Included on side one are some acceptable R and B sounds; because they are
carefully mixed with Steppenwolrs
straight-ahead rock 'n roll format. One
can still recognize it's Steppenwolf'

O

without wondering what happened to the
new, (horrors) disco style that usually
eats away originality by this time.
Side two is the better one, although
there are more cliched lyrics. The music
saves the songs, fortunately, which makes
it questionable if they're worthwhile.
Again, coming from Steppenwolf, it
seems absurd how this can happen, but
when a company puts out an album .like
Steppenwolf Rest In Peace, its bound to
show the band won't. '
If one takes this last statement a step
further, in the context* of the album it's
obvious the band resting with its natural
core: It's shame there's some bad, cliched
stuff which can only be justified as filler.
The last cut, Mr. Penny Pincher, is an
excuse to use a synthesiser. It's lyrics are
too corny to be described as cliched; it
should have been titled "Howlache my
ear" for the seriousness concerned.
The only unnoticeable aspeCt of this
album is an appearance by Torn Scott.
Maybe his talents don't ,fit in with
Steppenwolrs, but he doesn't show
anything worthwhile.
Although there isn't as much material
on this album as on Slow Flux, its not as
misleading as it sounds. "Hour of The
wor is proof of sensible improvement,
while sticking to a basic, familiar format.
Among various victims of disco and R
and B, these days, this album is the finest
Rour Of The Wolf.
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Futurama

Saturday night, Oct. 18, Red River
Community College's south gym was the
scene of some of that down-home foot
stomping and hand clapping blues as
played by the DOWNCHILD blues
band.

A Group Soon to Be Reckoned With
.

by DAN HOLM
1/4

Be Bop Deluxe, with this, its second
album;. has become a group to be taken
very seriously. In the relatively short
space of six months they have risen from
obscurity to international acclaim, thanks
to Bill Nelson. Nelson plays all guitars, all
,keyboards and synthesizer, sings all the
lead vocals, ant wrote every song, music
and lyrics, on the album. Incredibly well.
For a twenty year old.
The groups main forte is Nelson's
guitar work. He has been recognized as
one of the most talented guitarists to
show up in years. This becomes easily understandable after listening to Futurama.
Or the group's first album, Axe-Victim,
unfortunately not released in North
-
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America, but sill available as an import.
Nelson is an excellent guitarist,
whether he's playing a rocker like
Between the Worlds, or a soft, acoustic
number like Jean Cocteau. Nelson's playing is fluid, bending and blending notes
into songs of brilliance. His guitar
mastery grabs the listener and doesn't
relent its hold until it ends. It's compelling music that gets better with every
listening.
Nelson has' very able assistance from
Charles Tumahai on bass guitar and
Simon Fox on drums. Both are polished
musicians who know their instruments
well, but, to use a bad metaphor, Nelson
is the horse and Tumahai and Fox are the

riders.
Bill is very definitely out front, whether
it's his voice, which, surprisingly, is quite
good (aren't great guitarists supposed to
have lousy singing voices?) or his
dramatic guitar playing. On every song,
Nelson's personality shines through; the
album is all Nelson's, it seems unimportant that there are two other musicians
playing. Which is alright, because this is
one hell of a fine albuin from one hell of a
fine guitarist that's goona go tar, buddyboy.
And the kid's only 20.
What's he, going to be like when he
grows up?

Membefs of the band are: Don Walsh,
alias "Mr. Downchild", on lead guitar
and harp; Tony Flaim on vocals; Jane
Vasey, a Winnipeg girl, on piano (and as
I understand it, with a local degree in
classical piano behind her), David
Woodward on tenor sax, Jim Milne on
bass guitar, and Bill T. Bryaris with the
percussion.
Tony Flaim told me about the band:
"We aren't going to change for
anybody", he said. "We'll keep doing this
stuff, and if it happens, it happens", he
said, when the idea of becoming a "big"
group was thrown around. Blues is hard
to sell, but even if they don't make the big
time, they'll make a living, he said.
The band has just recently finished a

i4eric: 4flrC
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contract held with the El Mocambo clubin Toronto as a resident band, and is off
on the road to spread the word of the
blues.
After RRCC, their intention was to do
a short gig at Centennial College in
Thurnder Bay, then back home to Toronto to do a little playing around down east.
They're going to make some changes
'in the band soon, said Tony Flaim, they
intend to add some more people to the
brass section and come out with a fuller
sound.
In the near future we may hear news
about Downchilds' proposed tour of
American federal penetentiaries; such
names as Folsom, San Quentin, and
Atika are on their priority list. Who
knows, maybe we'll even see a live LP on
the tour.
The band told me that the prison tour
was to be their own unique way of gaining Ainerican acceptance. It is a first for
a Canadian band.
On the personal side, Tot4' Flaim con-

fessed that he was apprehensive about a
phone call he was expecting to receive
any moment.
He does like being on the road, he said,
but added, "every time I. come out west I
get a call from my wife saying I'm going
to ' be . , a father again".
I can't emphasize too much how great
the music was, but its a real shame more
local blues fans didn't show. It really was
better musicianship than we've seen in
Winnipeg for a long time.
Downchild's finale drew an extended
applause, and demands for an encore.
The band obliged, and stood again to
deliver their rendition of "Stormy Monday", before packing up.
"Mr Downchild said it all. "We'll be
back next time, and you better be here",
he said. .
And the writer, who had fallen
hopelessly in , love with the piano
I player, hummed his way quietly off into
the night.
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"Hold the game fellas
I've got a hot call here

"We don't sparkle, we don't shine
But we always get to our gigs on time"
Stringband

PP

by Greg Cox

In nine-teen hundred and fifty seven
When you was just a kid in school
And Cassius Clay was just an amateur
Up from down in Louisville
And Dief came out of Prince Albert
And he said he was a man with a
dream
Now in '74 he plays the chief once
more
And I know Dief will, be the Chief
again.
That is an exerpt from "Dief Will Be
The Chief Again", written by Stringband.
It is also their only single being given air
play on an AM radio station. CHUM
radio in Toronto has been playing it as a
novelty-type song on their hit parade.
The Stringband is what you might call a
folk group. But within that artery of Folk,
you would probably find veins of ragtime,
blues, Folklore a la Francaise, and even
fragments of country. When Stringband.
performs the audience will laugh a little,
think a little, cry a little and enjoy a whole
lot.
Bob Bassin picked his banjo on ocean
liners before getting Stringband together.
Shortly after he saw the world he met
Marie Lynn Hammond and decided he
liked her voice. They played together
sharing music they had written. Marie
decided to quit art school in Toronto to
join Bob and create Stringband. They got
a fiddle playing friend to play with them
and after two years of just fiddling
around, they became professional.
.

Their tours usually take place within
the borders of Ontario, Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta. They also
have entertained ears down in the
Maritimes.
Canadian Sunset is the 'name of their
first album. It is a fairly good collection
of Stringband tunes but it would not
knock you off your feet with excitement.
Their recently released second album called "National Melodies" is worth very
honourable mention. The variety of songs
is great. There is political satire, 1930's
bloozy ragtime, maritime traditional, a jig
that is' actually a reel, French folk, and
more.
The song Dief Will Be The Chief Again
is on National Melodies. The former
prime minister on hearing the tune said
"As a connoisseur of fine music. I am
simply delighted".

.

One neat thing about Stringband
records is the price. Because they record'
on their own label (Nick) and also distribute it themselves, they can afford to
sell it at a cheaper price. The two albums
range in cost from $4.50 to $5.50 depending on what the purchaser can afford.
Stringband will be in Winnipeg on
November 7 at the Playhouse Theatre.
Bob and Marie will be having Terry King
as fiddle player. Dave Essig will be war-.
ming up the audience for the Stringband
during this Western Canadian tour.
Dave Essig is from Washington D.C.
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but now lives in Ontario. He is a folk
singer and writer with overtones of country. At the moment David Essig is not
really well known in Canada' but if his
writing talent or well received performances are an indicator, he is going to
climb that ladder of success quite soon.
I went to see the Stringband in concert
last year at the UofW. That evening it
was a toss up between seeing a relatively
unknown Canadian folk band that sang
funny and dirty songs or else see the
movie Pat Garret and Billy the Kid in
which Bob Dylan had a bit part. For
some reason I chose to see Stringband
and I never regretted it afterwards. The
audience loved them. Some clapped their
hands, sang along or even tapped their
.

toes to a professional and enjoyable concert.,
:Lately, standing ovations are so
meaningless that even Robert Standield
would get one a bird watcher's convention. But when Stringband left at the end
of the evening the audience gave them an
ovation until the three
members of String.
band came out and did another set.
Remember. Stringband and David
Essig at the Playhouse Theatre, Friday,
Nov. 7. Tickets are $3.50 — $4.50 and

are available at the usual locations. Some
of the revelations in the article were
"borrowed" from the CBC radio show
"Folk Circle" broadcasted Tues. nights at
twelve. A good show to listen to,
folk music.

They tip you off.
You listen. You run
over the facts in
your
mind:
searching for
answers. Searching for questions.
You've got the
scoop. The Projector is looking
news
for a
editor(s) and an
entertainment edApplicants
itor.
must be in the first
of a two-year
course. Duties
begin during midterm break.

Staff Meeting
There will be a Projector staff meeting
Thursday, Nov. 6 in-room F111. Everyone
is welcome. Those wishing to apply for
the above-mentioned editor jobs should
write his/her name and course on a slip of
paper and hand it to Roy Tonn or Rob
Jankiewicz or drop it in the Projector box
vin the SA offices.
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Royal Winnipeg Ballet

BOOKS
DOG DAY AFTERNOON, by Patrick Mann

Company Opens Season with Varied Program

Read It Before You See The Movie

by Nola Buhr

ti

reviewed by Dwight Dubowits
THE ONLY REASON I picked up a copy of DOG DAY
AFTERNOON was because it was being made into a motion
picture, otherwise this fine novel by Patrick Mann might well
have gone unread by this reader. I've read too many novels
about bank heists and they were all beginning to read the same
— a plan, a robbery, and a (successful or unsuccessful) get away.
But Dog Day Afternoon is different — and fascinating.
n's the setting and the characterizations that make this novel
so engrossing. The people of New York City — and in Queens
in particular — are quite unlike any other people in North
America. In a city cursed with pollution, violence, and overpopulation, they still manage to hold on to the greatest gift man
has. The gift of humor. And as Mann so eloquently shows in
Dog Day Afternoon, New York humor is in a catagory of its
i

,

own.
In one instance, a detective approaches the bank where the
desperate are holding several terrified hostages. His arms are extended a foot away from his sides, to show the robbers he is unarmed. The jeering crowd, which gathered around the scene to
watch the action, lets loose with quips of "Hey Looka! It's
Wyatt Earp!" and "String em up, Marshall." Typical New York
sarcasm. Hot dog stands are set up to feed the crowd, pizza and
beer are ordered by the robbers to feed their hostages, cheering
sections are formed for and against the bandits, and so on.
While the storyline itself is a masterpiece of suspense and intrigue, Patrick Mann has also given us a rare glimpse of the lives
and strange beauty that exists in Queens, New York City. Dog
Day Afternoon is a novel you won't forget.

Look at what happens when
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It won't 'be the first time the ancient art of
dance has been propelled into the twentieth
century by soft rock and\ folk music, but it
may be the best
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SIMON & GARFUNKEL
make the Royal Winnipeg Ballet move
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John Neumeier's full-evening extravaganza PICTURES.
Film, dance, design, mime, luminescence and music combine to "dazzling coup" (Toronto Globe & Mail).
A choreographer of trenchant character... all well performed!!

A5:5;ft ..

Dancers of the Royal Winnspeg Ballet in THE GAME, part 111 of John Neumeier's
ballet trilogy PICTURES.
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet opened its
`75-'76 season with a varied program
making it an enjoyable entertaining evening.
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Wednesday thru Sunday
November 5-8
8:30 P.M.
November 9
2:00 and 7:30 P.M.
Tickets $3.50 to $8.00 — 10% discount
for students.
Available now at all ATO and CBO outlets.
Presented by 630/CKRC
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The ballet began' with a classic piece
DONIZETTIANA which was somewhat
of a disappointment. It wasn't up to RWB
standards. It featured the whole company
as well as students from the school of the
RWB. In portions where a chorus was
present dancers would be noticeably out
of place; leaving the viewer with an
overall impression of slackness.
Fortunately this did not set the tone for
the evening. Kimberly Graves and Roger
Shim received several curtain calls for

their forceful performance in THE
BLUEBIRD PAS DE DEUX. Roger
Shim displayed excellent control. This fall
he was promoted to the rank of soloist.
In MONCAYO 1 the mood shifted to a
spirited, classically orientated piece with a
Latin American style. The choreography
was well done, utilizing both the ,rhythm
and the spirit of the music.
The stringed instruments alone accompanied ADAGIETTO which was a truly
moving selection. It uses an abstract form
of dance with the male and female dancer
separating for only a few moments in the
entire dance:Their bodies weave together
closely displaying the emotions of love.
Bonnie Wyckoff and Anthony Williams
received a well deserved curtain call for

their intense revealing movements.
The finale' and the feature of the
program was LE SACRE DU
PRINTEMPS. A piece requiring intense
choreography. It is a striking and powerful ballet, one which is intricate and
detailed. The opening was beautiful and
effective. This ballet presenting the entire
company has been performed in
Washington D.C. as a gift from Canada
to the U.S. on their bicentennial. LE
SACRE DU PRINTEMPS is more difficult than most imagine. It requires great
strength and concentration. It was performed well and was received with several
curtain calls.
It is only unfortunate that there were
not more people in attendance.
.

•

'
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Nana Mouskouri

Short Story

Singer Touches Audience's Sou
Emily Smith

.

How many of you can remember seeing an entertainer perform for two solid
hours? Shows like that are few and far
between these days.
I had the opportunity to see Nana
Mouskouri at the Concert Hall Sunday
night, and she did just that. She sang for
two hours. I was overwhelmed by the
price of my Licket, but it was well worth
it.
Nana Mouskouri is a 39-year old
singer from Greece who is said to have
"put Athens on the map". She is a legend
to the Greek people and is fast becoming
a world-wide legend. She speaks seven
languages and she studied classical music
in Athens until she became intensely interested in jazz and other forms of
modern music. This swayed her away
. from classical forms, and she began singing in clubs in Greece. She went on to
recording studios and concert halls all
over the world.
She now has 31 albums to her credit.
When she came on stage Sunday night,
the , whole audience became captivated

and remained that way until the show
ended. Backed by a six-piece band, Miss
Mouskouri sang in a strong, clear voice, a
variety of material in Greek,..French, and
English. It didn't seem to matter what
language she sang in. She sang from her
heart and the feeling in the audience was
the same throughout the concert. Shearoused emotion in all of us.
Her style is what really kept me interested. She said little in, introductions,
but her hand movements and facial expressions in song told stories in
themselves. She seemed to feel every
word that she sang. Her overall style was
simple and direct, and to me, came over
in a very sophisticated manner.
Miss Mouskouri played to a full house,
and received three standing ovations and
a dozen red roses. She finally did an encore, singing "Amazing Grace" without
any backup.
So, if you ever get a chance to see this
fascinating entertainer, see her! Her
preformance is worth seeing.

■

TELEVISION
Maclear, Space 1999 and Sit-cans

Maclear Goes Too Far
by Scott Sisnallwood
MACLEAR has done it again. The
Thursday 23rd issue of this program on
CKY-TV featured a production that laid
shame on American nuclear scientists for
having a reunion and barbecue at about
the same time as people in Hiroshima
were commemorating their war dead. The
scientists of course, were the same ones
that designed the H-bomb three decades
ago.
MACLEAR may be a brilliant star in
the TV business, but his bleeding heart
themes are beginning to affect the quality
of his productions. Can you imagine a
picture of a sizzling steak on a barbecue
grill being icut . to a picture of seared
human flesh; really!
The only thing MACLEAR proved to
us was that once again, he has used his
ability to choose any theme he wants, and
substantiate it with information. This
'time, he fell just short of blaming the
scientists for deciding to drop the - bomb
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themselves.
To change the subject to TV journalism, next time you want to see a
documentary, show, watch TH,E FIFTH
ESTATE on CBWT.
A new program this fall, that seems to
be selling the soap, lingerie, or what have
you, is SPACE 1999. It is noteworthy
that this show can be seen at least three
times in a week if you have a cable. There
doesn't seem to be a reason for the apparent success though, because it seems
that the show is much like a rebuilt STAR
.TREK, with the exception that the acting
is a bit better. The script is still bad, if not
worse.
In the "hey what's going r on" category,
what ever happened to CBC's protege of
last season, SPROCKETS? Please don't
tell me; I don't think I could stand it if
you said THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY
had better ratings. What it probably
means is that people just don't want to

watch anything' that is well done.
But at least someone is fooling them,
because the MARY TYLER MOORE
SHOW is well done, and surprisingly, extremely popular. The Friday 24th presentation on CBWT was funnier than ever. It
was a story dealing with not laughing
when a circus clown dressed as a giant
peanut gets shelled by an elephant while
leading a parade.
Two other shows highly recommended
for excellent "anytime" entertainment are
RHODA on CBWT and THE STREETS
OF SAN FRANCISCO on CKY-TV.
Neither is ever a disappointment.
This reporter offers his most humble
apologies for the inexcusable sin of missing CBWT's Sunday 26th presentation of
THE OCTOBER CRISIS, and expresses,
his desire that it be televised again on an
alternate date for the benefit of those of
us who missed it.
.

a

The Prince
of Spain
The sea rollicked in the night. The light on the horizon
cautioned of the coming morning. Peter felt there was little he
could do now to save himself or to avenge his father. He looked
out a small crack in the galley. A stormy petrel flew over the
rear deck.
The splashing of waves soon aroused Peter from his sleep
and distinct cries from above lifted his eyelids to his brows.
"Head sternway, mates. Old Salt, spread sail."
He knew it was the voice of Richard of Normandy. He could
tell by the daggers in his throat. Old Salt was his first mate, a
thin old man, but wise, and his advocate.
.

The Prince of Spain was a galliant ship, graceful snakes and
beautiful women carved in its boW, small and quick, but made of
the best of oak. First used by the courageous Prince of Spain
himself, but later marooned by the cunning Old Salt.
So must the sand of the sea wash away from its shores, soon
Old Salt would join them. But among his crew was a man he had
captured from an enemy galleon in the South Sea, a brave man,
who flew no flag ; but afraid to fly none, a man who he would
choose to rule the Prince of Spain.
Peter remembered many years ago when he was young his
father was among a fleet of Spanish ships exploring the unknown seas. In the dark of night, mutinists,killed the captain,
those who remained loyalists were killed, and the other ships
burned. In his struggle with the mutinist his father was wounded.
He was whipped at first, but as their anger became more severe,
he was tortured. In a final effort to kill him and a final effort to
escape Jack Silver leaped starboard as he felt the bayonette take
his leg' off at the knee, and he was left to float among the dying
flames of the sea, until he floated on a burnt bow of another ship
to a strange and lonely island.
For many years as Peter was growing up he would always
ask of his father. "You're father is away at sea," his mother
would answer and every day Peter would go over and watch the
sea and wonder of his father, but always too afraid to follow.
But as Peter grew older and Fate weaved its way he met a
beautiful barmaid, and he married her and they had a son.
After many years on the island after all this had passed,
Peter's father had been rescued by a tribe of Phillipinos, and
somehow made his way back to Spain, in search of his family.
When Peter heard what Richard of Normandy had done to
his father he swore he would get revenge. Then, on the day of his
father's funeral just as the coffin lurched into the ground of the
church by the sea, Peter seen the flag of Normandy lurking
above the Prince of Spain, anchored, and watching the harbour.
At night he would make' his escape, in a small rowboat that he
had hidden away, always to ,afraid to use it.
But now, hidden away in a deep dark - cove of the bow, five
days away from harbour, hungry, afraid to be discovered, anxious%r his revenge and trembling from fright he could feel the
horror of ambivilence. .
Suddenly, a wooded hinge creaked from above and a light
beamed down from the hatch. Footsteps knocked on the oak
rungs as a long arm and a lantern blinded his eyes. But as the
galley around him became increasingly more visible he could see
that right there, in the galley with him was the legendary, Old
Salt, and he was con-ling his way. Peter bent to hide behind a•
shadowed beam but his foot slipped and cracked.
Old Salt jumped and drew his sword with his free hand and
shone the glowing flame in his eyes.,Ile must fight. He cannot
stop his battle now. He jumped to reach for a weapon that he
did not have and then in fright faced the old man, and grabbed
at the lantern. As Old Salt swung his sword Peter could feel the
sword slice his skin as the heat of the flame grew all around
them. Old Salt could see that his dreams were burning up. Heaving the sword- at Peter he threw himself up the stairs to the
hatch. But it was to late. The oak beams of the galley had
scorched their way to the top mast and the n ashes of the sails had
been blown in the wind. And .now a/ Peter clung to the
smouldering bow of the Prince of Spain he could feel that his leg
had been- cut off at the knee.
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